Ribbon Candy
TABLE RUNNER PATTERN
simplyquilty
Add some sweetness to your holiday decorating with this beautiful tablerunner

Finished Size 80” x 16”

Fabric Requirements ...

½ yard Red Tonal
½ yard Green Tonal
1 ¾ yard Background
1 ¼ yard Backing
½ yard Binding
20” x 84” Batting

Cutting Directions ...

Background

2 - 6½” x WOF strips
- subcut 20 - 2½” x 6½” rectangles

3 - 4½” x WOF strips
- subcut 40 - 2½” x 4½” rectangles

4 - 2½” x WOF strips
- subcut 60 - 2½” x 2½” squares

4 - 4½” x WOF strips
- subcut 25 - 4½” x 4½” squares

Red Tonal

6 - 2½” x WOF strips
- subcut 90 - 2½” x 2½” squares

Green Tonal

6 - 2½” x WOF strips
- subcut 90 - 2½” x 2½” squares

Binding

6 - 2½” x WOF strips

General Guidelines ...

Read all directions prior to cutting & assembly
WOF = Width of Fabric
RST = Right Sides Together
HST = Half Square Triangle
All seam allowances are ¼”
Small arrow indicates pressing direction

Right side of fabric
Wrong side of fabric
Unit Assembly ...

(A) Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of 80 red 2½” x 2½” squares, and 80 green 2½” x 2½” squares.

(B) With RST, layer a 2½” x 6½” background rectangle with a red 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit A-1s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 6½” background rectangle with a green 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit A-2s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 6½” background rectangle with a red 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit A-3s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 6½” background rectangle with a green 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit A-4s.

(C) With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” background rectangle with a red 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 15 unit B-1s.
With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” background rectangle with a red 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit B-3s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” background rectangle with a green 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit B-4s.

(D) With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-1 unit with a background 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit B-1.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-2 unit with a background 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit B-2.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-3 unit with a background 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit B-3.
With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-4 unit with a background 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit B-4.

(E) With RST, layer a 2½” x 2½” red square with a 2½” x 2½” background square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 10 unit C-1s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 2½” green square with a 2½” x 2½” background square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 10 unit C-2s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 2½” background square with a 2½” x 2½” green square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 10 unit C-3s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 2½” background square with a 2½” x 2½” red square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 10 unit C-4s.

With RST, layer a C-1 HST with a C-3 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit C-5s.
With RST, layer a C-1 HST with a C-3 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit C-6s.

With RST, layer a C-1 HST with a C-4 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit C-7s.

With RST, layer a C-1 HST with a C-4 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards background. Make 5 unit C-8s.

(F) With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-1 unit with a red 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit B-5s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-1 unit with a green 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit B-6s.

With RST, layer a 2½” x 4½” B-2 unit with a green 2½” square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 unit B-7s.
With RST, layer a 2½" x 4½" B-2 unit with a red 2½" square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼" away from seam. Make 5 unit B-8s.

(G) With RST, layer a 4½" x 4½" background square with a 2½" x 2½" green square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼" away from seam. Make 10 unit D-1s.

With RST, layer a 2½" x 4½" B-2 unit with a red 2½" square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼" away from seam. Make 5 unit B-8s.

With RST, layer a unit D-1 with a 2½" x 2½" green square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼" away from seam. Make 5 unit D-1s.

With RST, layer a unit D-1 with a 2½" x 2½" red square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼" away from seam. Make 5 unit D-2s.
With RST, layer a 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" background square with a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" red square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess 1/4" away from seam. Make 10 unit D-3s.

With RST, layer a unit D-3 with a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" red square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess 1/4" away from seam. Make 5 unit D-3s.

With RST, layer a unit D-1 with a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" green square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess 1/4" away from seam. Make 5 unit D-4s.

With RST, layer a 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" background square with a 2 1/2" x 2 1/2" red square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess 1/4" away from seam. Make 5 Unit E.
With RST, layer unit E with a 2½” x 2½” red square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards red. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 Unit E.

With RST, layer unit E with a 2½” x 2½” green square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 Unit E.

With RST, layer unit E with a 2½” x 2½” green square, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open towards green. Trim excess ¼” away from seam. Make 5 Unit E.
**Section Assembly ...**

**(A) Top Left Corner Unit**

With RST, layer an A-1 unit and a B-1 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.

With RST, layer above unit and a C-5 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5 TLCs.

**(B) Top Right Corner Unit**

With RST, layer an A-3 unit and a B-3 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.

With RST, layer above unit and a C-5 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5 TRCs.
(C) **Bottom Left Corner Unit**
With RST, layer an A-4 unit and a B-4 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.

(D) **Bottom Right Corner Unit**
With RST, layer an A-2 unit and a B-2 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.
(E) Post Units
With RST, layer a B-5 unit and a D-1 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5 P-1s.

With RST, layer a B-7 unit and a D-3 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.

With RST, layer a B-6 unit and a D-4 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.

With RST, layer a B-8 unit and a D-2 unit, as shown below. Stitch on the drawn line. Press open as shown. Make 5.
Block Assembly ...

(A) With RST, join a TLC, P1, and TRC unit as shown below to make the top section. Press open as shown. Make 5.

(B) With RST, join a P-4, E, and P-3 unit as shown below to make the center section. Press open as shown. Make 5.
(C) With RST, join a BLC, P-2, and BRC unit as shown below to make the bottom section. Press open as shown. Make 5.

(D) With RST, join the top, middle, and bottom rows as shown below. Press open as shown. Make 5.
Runner Assembly ...

(A) With RST, the 5 blocks, alternating their direction as shown below. Press seams open.

(B) Layer with batting and backing. Quilt as desired. Add binding.
Ribbon Candy
TABLERUNNER PATTERN

Finished Size ... 16” x 80”
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